Fact sheet
FOR MEMBERS

Spouse contribution splitting
You can transfer some of your super contributions to an account
for your spouse, which may save tax or allow you to access your
super earlier.

WHAT IS CONTRIBUTION

If you have a defined benefit

SPLITTING?

account you will usually only

Contribution splitting is a process

be able to split the voluntary

that allows you to transfer some

contributions you have made.

of the contributions made to your

Tax savings
If you or your spouse intend
to access a lump sum from
super before reaching age 60,

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

contribution splitting could save

There are two possible benefits

you tax.

of splitting your contributions with

When a lump sum is taken, a tax-

your spouse. It may allow access to

free threshold is applied to the

HOW DOES IT WORK?

your super earlier and could save

taxable component. The threshold

You may transfer contributions

you tax.

is currently $205,000. This means

super into an account for your
spouse (including de facto of the
same or different sex).

to your spouse’s account once per

an individual may access up to

financial year. Only contributions

Earlier access

made in the previous year may

If your spouse is older than you,

without paying tax between their

be split.

they will reach their ‘preservation

preservation age and age 59.

You may only split concessional

age’ sooner. This is the age at which

(before-tax) contributions. These

super may be accessed.

are generally your salary sacrifice,

Your spouse will then be able

free thresholds when this may not

your personal tax deductible

to start a super pension, or if they

otherwise have occurred.

contributions and your employer’s

have retired from the workforce,

contributions.

take a lump sum.

You may transfer to your spouse’s

If the contributions had remained

account up to 85% of the gross

in your account, you would not

concessional contributions made

have been able to access them until

to your account. This is the same

you reach preservation age.

$205,000 from their taxable super

Splitting your contributions could
give you access to two full tax-

as the net contribution after 15%
contribution tax has been deducted.
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DATE OF BIRTH

PRESERVATION AGE

Before 1 July 1960

55

1 July 1960 to 30 June 1961

56

1 July 1961 to 30 June 1962

57

1 July 1962 to 30 June 1963

58

1 July 1963 to 30 June 1964

59

1 July 1964 and after

60

Important note: Your spouse must be under age 65 and if aged between 55
and 65, must not be retired to be eligible to receive your split contributions.

EXAMPLE

Mark accesses $350,000 from his

To make a spouse contribution

Jody and Mark were both born

account to make up the total of

splitting application, simply contact

between 1 July 1961 and 30

$390,000 and pays $24,650 tax .

our Client Services Team on

June 1962, so they both have a
preservation age of 57. Mark intends

*

Scenario 2

to retire at 57 and take some of his

Mark transfers some of his super

super as a lump sum.

contributions to Jody’s account

Jody’s super balance is $40,000
and Mark’s is $350,000. Jody has
not accumulated much super,

each year, and as a result when they
reach 57, Jody has a balance of
$195,000.

1300 660 027.
You may also wish to open an
account with VISSF for your
spouse, which you can split your
contributions into. For more
information, you can also speak to
our Client Services Team. There is

because she has only worked part

Mark and Jody each access

no fee for splitting contributions

time in the past, and left work to

$195,000 from their accounts to

with your spouse’s account in the

take care of their children.

make up the total of $390,000 and

fund. However, if the contributions

pay no tax because of the tax-free

are to be paid to an account your

threshold.

spouse has in another fund, you will

This strategy is only applicable

be charged an Exit Fee of $65.00

when accessing super before

for each splitting payment.

Scenario 1
Mark does nothing and the couple
access $390,000 as a lump sum
when they reach 57.
The tax situation is as follows.
Jody’s balance is $40,000, and she

age 60. After 60 all payments
from superannuation are tax-free,
regardless of the amount.

takes the whole balance tax-free.

* Tax of 17% including the Medicare levy on the amount above the tax-free threshold of $205,000. Assumes total balance is made up of taxable component.
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NEED ADVICE?

HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?

Discover the difference expert advice can make to your super and

Call us on 1300 660 027

retirement options.

Website: www.vissf.com.au

As a VISSF member, you can now access an extensive range of advice

Email: super@vissf.com.au

services.
Simple advice
We offer an over the phone advice service designed to answer

We’re available between 8am
and 5pm, weekdays. If you
need to get in touch outside
this time, email is the best way.

quick questions about your super savings or retirement - at no
cost. You don’t even need to leave the comfort of your home.

Postal Address
GPO Box 4974

Retirement advice

Melbourne VIC 3001

Perhaps you’d like to know more about contribution strategies or
want to find out how to top up your income as you reduce your
work hours. Our team is here to come up with a solution to meet
your needs. What’s more, we’ll pay for this advice.
Comprehensive advice
If you want to adopt a more holistic approach to managing your
finances, we can set you up with a financial planner. The first
meeting is complimentary. It’s worth exploring, especially if you
want to make sure you’ve left no stone unturned.
Call 1300 660 027 to take advantage of our financial advice

This Fact Sheet is issued by VIS Nominees Pty Ltd (ABN 11 006 586 367, AFSL Number 235097, RSE Licence Number L0000321) as the Trustee of The Victorian Independent Schools
Superannuation Fund (“VISSF”) (ABN 37 024 873 660, RSE Registration Number R1000436, MySuper Authorisation 37024873660599). It contains general information only and does not
take into account your personal financial situation or needs. You should consider obtaining advice that is tailored to suit your personal circumstances. Any individual case study examples
are for illustrative purposes only. You should consider the information contained in the VISSF Product Disclosure Statement (“PDS”) for the Accumulation Section before making a
decision about investing in this product. You can obtain a copy of the PDS from our website www.vissf.com.au/pds-documents or by telephoning us on 1300 660 027.
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services for members.

